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STUDENTS' FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT (2019-20)

CURRICULUM AND SYLLABUS EVALUATION 2019.20
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In the 20L9-2A20 academic year, the feedback from shows a Noticeable improvement in curriculurn relevance

and faculty encouragement. suggesting effective changes were made. Although improved, internal

examinations stiil showed room for irnprovement. Maintain improvements and continue enhancing

examination processes and practical course content.
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SUGGESTIONS

. Regularly review and update the centralized interrlal assessment system to ensure that it continues to

meet the objectives of fairness, transparency, and efficiency.

r Collaborate with industry partners to design and deliver specialized training modules tailored to the

requirements of specific sectors or companies.

. Expand the scope of on-campus placement drives by inviting a diverse range of companies from

different industries and sectors.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT

The institution implemented centralized internal assessment system to ensure fairness, transparency

and efficiency in conducting internal examinations.

The placement cell conducted placement training sessions to equip the students with required skills to

enable them to achieve greater results in their respective domain.

On campus placement drive conducted to provide a platform for the enthusiastic and talented students.
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TEACHERS FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT 2019-2020

TEACHERS FEEDBACK CONSOLIDATED 2AI9 -20
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The feedback data from 2019-20 on various aspects of the college reveals mixed reviews across different

categories. The general ambience ofthe college is perceived variably, with nearly equal numbers rating it from

excellent to very poor. The library resources are considered excellent by some. yet many find them inadequate,

reflected in higher poor and very poor ratings. The infrastructural facilities have a balanced mix of positive

and negative reviews. However, suppoft for field visits and projects is rated more positively, with the niajorir.v*

rating it as very good. Curriculum enrichment activities focusing on gender, human values, and environmental

sensibility are highly regarded, with a significant pofiion rating them excellent. The assessment of academic

perfbrmance is also viewed tbvorably, with the highest number of excellent ratings, though a notable number

till see room for improvement. Overall, while some areas receive comlnendation, others indicate a need for

enhancement.
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SUGGESTIONS

r Should adopt measures for creating more collaborative spaces and organizing regular events.

. Should increase the books and journals related to research.

. Should provide ceftificate courses to improve teaching and learning.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT

. It was settled to implement measurss such as creating more collaborative spaces, organizing regular

events to faster interaction, and enhancing communication channels between stakeholders.

r It was resolved to increase the budget allocated to the library to acquire new books, journals, and digital

resources relevant to the crnriculum and research activities.

e Added certificate courses to improve the process of teaching and learning.
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PARENTS FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT 2019-2020

PARtrNTS FEEDBACK CONSOLIDATED 201 9.20
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The survey results present a mixed picture of parental satistaction with the institution. Communication and

infarmation about their ward's progress received varied ratings, with notable dissatisfaction in both areas.

Accessibility of teachers and stafl as well as handling of disciplinary matters, also showed mixed feedback,

with a significant number of parents rating these aspects poorly. The institution's response to safery concerns

received a balanced set of ratings, suggesting an even split in perception. Overall, the results highlight areas

where the institution can enhance its communication, support, and responsiveness to better meet parental

expeetations. (i;*il't"r*r^o,
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SUGGESTIONS

r Should irnprove the communication between parents and teachers.

. Keep parents informed about classroom activities, upcoming events, and their child's progress.

r Conduct regular awareness programs for both new and existing students about the negative impacts

of ragging and the importance of a respectful campus environment

ACTION TAKEN REPORT

. Management recommended teachers to increase the frequency of communication with parents.

r Management put forwarded that a parents WhatsApp group should be created to itnprave

communication gap between teachers and parents.

. Ragging activities are strictly prohibited and consequences of the process was intbrmed to students.

r It was decided to take strict disciplinary actions against complaints in'ith regarding safe{ concems.

r E college solutions was recommended for improving communication.
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ALTIMNI FEEDBACK ANALYSIS AND ACTION TAKEN REPORT 2019.2020

ALUMNI FEEI}BACK CONSOLII}ATED 2019.2020
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The 2019-2020 feedback indicates a slight improvement in the perceived preparation for careers and

skills gained. The institution made notable progress in networking opporttmities, as reflected in the

increased excellent ratings. However, there is still a significant percentage of average to poor ratings,

particularly in resources and support.

SUGGESTIONS

r Provide apporfunities for students to showcase their skills and build professional connections.

r Develop a robust alumni network platform for easier connections.

r Continue to offer industry-specific workshops and seminars.

ACTION TAKEN

I Implernented robust feedback mechanisms to regularly collect input from students and alumni about

their experiences and areas for improvement. Use this feedback to make data-driven decisions and

enhancements.
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EMPLOYER FEEDBACK ANALYSIS AND ACTION TAKEN REPORT 2A1q'2020

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK CONSOLIDATED 2A19 -2420
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The improvements suggest that actions taken in response to the previous yearrs feedback were effectiYe.

Increased fbcus on industry partnerships and practical training has likely contributed to better preparedness

and professionalisrn. Continuing to build on these strategies, while also enhancing communication skills

workshops, w'ill be benehcial.

SUGGESTIONS

. Maintain and expand partnerships with industry leaders to keep the curriculum relevant.

. lntroduce internships or co-op plograms to provide hands-on experience.

. Regularly update soft skills workshops based on industry feedback.

ACTION TAKEIII

Offered corxmunication skills workshops covering verbal and written communication, active listening,

and conflict resalution.

Established parherships with industry leaders to gain insights into cttrtent and future workforce needs'
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